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1. INTRODUCTION:
In today’s world, internet is everywhere. So, it is easy to share information and data with others. But the most vital part of this is privacy. Privacy of sensitive data and information is essential part of information sharing. Many agencies, organizations, companies take the data from their employees, individuals and so on and then publish for generating the required information. But it is difficult to maintain privacy while collecting the sensitive data and then publishing the information from it. Now the question arises that how we can preserve the privacy and publish data. The answer is we can preserve the privacy on same time while publishing the data using various techniques like data anonymization. Such kind of techniques can help in preserving the privacy of the sensitive information. In this way various organizations and governments take use the sensitive information of others without any kind of violation related to the privacy of others and privacy can be maintained.

2. CONCEPT OF DATA ANONYMIZATION:
Data anonymization can be described as the technique that can change normal data in form of text to a format that is not able to be read by humans. All of this is done with the help of hash functions and encryption techniques. The technique of data’s anonymization allows the transmission of the sensitive information among various organizations, departments, companies and so on. This technique preserve of privacy protection on same time form any unauthorized access to sensitive information. In this way the sensitive data can be protected to be disclose among non intended users or attackers. Method of data anonymization is also helpful for maintaining security in the cloud computing environment.

3. WORKING: The Working of Data anonymizatoin is shown in a figure 1-:
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In the basic data anonymization the person who will publish the data, have the basic form of table which includes various identifiers and sensitive attributes. where Explicit Identifier is also included which is a set of attributes that describe the explicit information about a person Quasi identifier is also included can be used to identify the person related to any particular record. For the protection of privacy and publishing the data on same time, the method of data anonymization hide the original identity of record owner and keep the sensitive attributes separate for future data analysis purpose.

4. CONCLUSION:
Now a days sharing of information is very frequent and common among various companies ,employees, individuals, organizations and so on. Publishing of the data and on the same time preservation of the privacy is a approach that will expand and develop on higher levels for enhancing the level of privacy protection. This method is not only helpful for government agencies but for the individuals also.
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